
  EVS 

Lesson  10 

Hu Tu Tu,HuTu Tu 

Answer the following 

Q 1:When you play Kabaddi, how many players do you have in a team?  

Ans:Generally, there are 12 players in each team, 7 players play on the ground at a time while 5 

are substitutes. 

Q2:How many players got out when Shyamala touched the line? 

Ans:When Shyamala touched the line, six players got out. 

Q 3:Do you have ways to resolve disputes in games? 

Ans:Disputes in games can be resolved in the following ways: 1- The referee should properly 

explain the rules of game if any player violates it while playing. 2- The referee should be 

attentive and  keep a check on the moves of the players so that disputes can be resolved easily. 3- 

The players should try to maintain discipline while playing and should follow the rules of the 

game. 

Q 4:What does it mean to be out in games? When does one gets ‘out’ in Kabaddi? 

Ans:When a player loses its turn and cannot play the same game again, he is said to be ‘out’. A 

player gets ‘out’ in Kabaddi when he/she loses his/her breath while playing game or is caught by 

the players of the opposite team. 

Q 5:In some games it is very important to touch the player. For example in the game of 

Kho-Kho, you get ‘out’ when someone touches you. You also get your turn by someone’s 

touch. Name some games in which it is very important to touch the players? 

Ans:Kabaddi, blind man’s buff, heads up seven up, red light green light, etc. 

Q6:In Kabaddi, the entire team was ‘out’, because Shyamala had touched the line. What 

are some other games in which, the central line is very important? 

Ans:The central line is very important in games such as tug-of-war and dog-and-the-bone. 

Q 7:What are the games in which, besides the players, you have to touch some things or 

colours? 

Ans:Some of the games in which we have to touch some things or colours are: 



 Lemon race 

 Grab and tag 

 What’s the time Mr. Wolf? 

 Farmer, farmer 

 Can we touch your golden river 

Short notes   

1)Girl star 

Ans:Girl star is a project which tells extra ordinary stories of ordinary girls who have 

changed their lives by going to school. 

2)Karnam Malleshwari 

Ans:Karnam Malleshwari is a weight lifter.She lives in Andhra Pradesh.Her father is a 

police constable. Malleshwari started lifting weighs when she was 12 years old. Now she 

can lift a weight of 130 kilograms. Karnam has won 29 medals in international events. 
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